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s I I 'T r -.. . eeting Dr lvlarco Farta Correa

',..1! i'j aL his Gleneagles Crinic is like

l.'t :: :. meetrng an old f riend wno
is keen to ask how you've been since

the last time you've met. He is instantly

comfortable to share with you how
things are going on in his life. Perhaps

it's his trademark smile and Brazilian

f riendliness that makes anyone at ease

almost immediately.

Watching how patients interact with
Dr Marco, I am all the more convinced

that what endears Dr Marco to his

patients is how he relates to them A lot

of how "socially happy and welcoming"
Dr Marco is, has a lot to do with his

cultural background. Brazilians have

always been known to be friendly people

who enjoy a good conversation.



cover story

Coming to Singapore
Dr Marco first came to Singapore in 1996

to conduct workshops and perform a

surgical demonstration at the invitation
of the Sinqapore Association of Plastic

Surgery. ln 2000, as Singapore opened its

doors to foreign talent, Dr Marco was by

then so captivated by Singapore's efficiency,

cleanliness and diversity, that he decided to
practice in Singapore.

Despite the stringent requirements of
granting a license to a foreign doctor to
practice in Singapore, Dr Marco made it
through. Well recognised for his facial and

body contouring procedures, Dr Marco has

been reaping international aesthetic and

cosmetic surgery awards along the way. He

still goes back to Brazil for several weeks'
visit a few times in a year. lts a pleasure to
spend an afternoon chatting with one of
Singapore s most distinguished
plastic surgeons.

Typical Asian concerns
Ezyhealth & Beauty: What is the major
problem for your Asian patients?

Dr Marco: lt's quite common for Asian

patients, particularly the Chinese, to ask for
double eyelids and nose operation.

Since l'm well known for procedures on

facelift and body contouring, most of my
patients come to me for that, breast surgery,

tummy tuck and liposculpture. I also do a lot
of Brazilian butts, that is, shaping the butt.

I believe that when you do certain things
very well, you become known for doing that.
Patients come to me to specifically ask for
body sculpting - tummy tucks, breast lift,
breast implants and facelif t.

Fitting in
Ezyhealth & Beauty: How do you fit into the
local medical industry?

Dr Marco: I always participate in the
meetrngs of local doctors where I should be

involved in. I really mingle with my colleagues

and friends. We are always exchanging

knowledge and l'm a member of the
Singapore Association of Plastic Surgeons.

Ezyhealth & Beauty: How
important is continuous
traininq to you?

Dr Marco lalways attend
conferences and I try to
learn any new techniques

in my field. I go and check

for new learning that can

help my clients. I always

attend meetings, not
only to teach but also

to learn what other
doctors are doing.

ln the medical

field, we have to be

always updated.
Even Singapore

has a system

of continuous
medical

education. Local doctors have

to achieve a certain number of points.

Every two years, we need to earn 50 points

and it should not be limited to our specialty.

Every week, we have meetings during
lunchtime. We try to attend whenever we
can to attajn the minimum 50 points within
two years so that we can renew our medical
practising license. I always attend talks for
gynaecologist, orthopaedist, etc, to learn

more so that when people come to me with
health problems, I can help them understand
their problem. As a plastic surgeon, my

friends consult me about their medical
problems so I really need to be updated.

Family and staying fit
Ezyhealth & Beauty. How many children do
you have?

Dr Marco: I have a 29 year old son, a 22

year old daughter and one grandson who is

one and a half years old. l'm 55.

Ezyhealth & Beauty: What s your secret to
Iooking young?

Dr Marco: There's no secret (smiles). I

always drink lots of water, I do not smoke,

I do not drink alcohol or very seldom do I

drink alcohol for socialisinq, I care about my

diet, I like to exercise such as walking or
lifting weights.

Nowadays, I also learned from the
continuous medical education that while
genetics contribute a lot to one's physical

state, lifestyle contributes more. lf you

have good genetics, but you don't care

about yourself in terms of diet or you drink
so much alcohol, you will shorten your

lifetime and will have lots of problem.

Even if you don't have the best genetic

system in terms of longevity but you care

about your health - that can contribute to
long life.

Ezyhealth & Beauty. How do you keep fit?
Dr Marco. I go for ballroom dancing with
my wife and we go to a few places. We

don't have a dance instructor because

Brazilians are natural dancers. I also cannot
go for class because I cannot follow those

difficult steps...ljust do it my way, I

usually go once a week. Sometimes we
also go with a little group of friends.
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Life should be enjoyed
Ezyhealth & Beauty. What do you do when
you want to relax?

Dr Marco: Travel and meet friends in

Jakarta, Bali, KL, Sydney. I used to frequently
go for short trips. But not long flights and

not so frequent anymore. I used to travel

so much.

I like to visit home (Brazil) three to
four times a year. lt takes me almost 30

hours to get home. I stay two weeks in my

hometown; three weeks during Christmas

time. I go home during Christmas because

it is family time. I don't have clinic during
that time of the year. I leave around 17-18
December and come back to Singapore

around 10 January. I always have a break for
Christmas and New Year.

Then we also have Brazilian wintertime
durrng .lune to July and I stay another three
weeks in Brazil.

I still have a clinic in Brazil and my

daughter is in medical school, following my

footsteps to be a plastic surgeon. My son-

in-law is also a doctor and also wants to be

a plastic surgeon. I teach them and I also do

some surgeries in Brazil. When I go back to
Singapore, my son-in-law and my daughter
look after my patients rn Brazil.

Ezyhealth & Beauty. What do you like about
Sr ngapore?

Dr i,l.rr.ro I love black pepper crab! I love

Chinese food very much so I need to control
my diet because there s a lot of tasty food in

Singapore. What s great about Singapore is

that we can find a lot of different cuisines.

They have the best food from many countries

- Thai food, Japanese food, etc. We also

have some very good Brazilian restaurants

here. I used to be a big, big meat eater but
learning more about proper diet, meat rs not

so healthy.

Singapore also

has a lot of social

activities. I went for
the F1 with a group

of friends because I

love to socialise. We
went to Fullerton

and had a very nice

time with friends.

From the top of the
Fullerton, its nice to
watch F1 because it's

not so noisy so you

don't need to use ear
protection from there.

Restoring
self-
confidence
Ezyhealth & Beauty:

Do you have

any memorable
recollection of past

patients that you've

helped restore his/her

confidence?

Dr MJarco Yes and

not just one but
many, many, many.

The reason for coming

for cosmetic surgery is to restore one's self-

confidence. Some ladies after having three
or four children gain weight that results to
having lots of extra skin and flabby skin.

They really don't feel good because for many
people, you really have to look good to
feel good.

This isn't always 100 per cent true
because some people feel good without
looking good and cosmetic surgery is not for
everyone. Cosmetic surgery is to help those

who don't feel good. There are so many
patients who after improving their looks,

their life really changed and they're
very thankful.

This is one of the reasons why I don't
want to retire. Cosmetic plastic surgery is

something very enjoyable especially when
you see how thankful the patients are when
you restore their self-confidence; when you

restore their life. They treat you as one of
their best family members. They treat you

with love because they really think that you

have restored their self-confidence. They feel

like another person most of the time.
Restoration of self-confidence is also

good for the stability of the family. They

don't feel jealous over their spouses or
partners anymore. They always nag, nag,

nag and demand, usually asking "Where are

you?" to their spouses. That's not good for
the relationship or the family. So I help make

the family more stable by helping a person

feel good. lf that person is not feeling good,
it's very hard for that relationship to work.
There have been so many cases already.

Those who feel pretty and handsome

have so much confidence that they don't fear
anybody. I have some young people whom
I have done their noses and they say that,
"You changed my life; after the surgery, I felt
so good - my career went to a
different way. "

Nowadays, beauty is very important in
life. For example, people trust somebody
who's mature, but still looks fresh. lt's very

important for business, for relationships, for
work, for socialising. The more admirable you

are, the more people love you. Beauty counts

a lot. e
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